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The company reserves the right to modify the illustrated products without prior notice.

Available with 
specific chair 
for frontal sight, 
prothesis and easy 
access for the patient
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Virtuosus Plus 2020

Floor-standing 
cuspidor column and 
floor-standing chair

All-Around doctor 
console with 
S.P.R.I.D.O. technology

Greatest Ergonomy 
and Flexibility

All OMS 
model chairs

Symmetric and ergonomic 
doctor console, with new 
keyboard and user-friendly 
display

The new Virtuosus Plus 2020 , with a completely updated design and all its features 
that have made it one of the most popular OMS dental units, a perfect likeness 
of advanced technology, Italian design and perfect ergonomics tips : floor-standing 
cuspidor column featuring a swivelling and removable user-friendly ceramic bowl, 
can be set to all OMS floor-standing chair models. Doctor console mounted on 
a perfect balanced arm,  houses up to 5 instruments with S.P.R.I.D.O. technology, 
giving a great freedom of movements: its symmetric shape allows dentist and/
or assistant to carry out all health care operations. Furthermore, no-grove and 
smooth surfaces allow a quick and effective cleaning. Assistant console on auto 
balance arm houses 2 suction tubes plus 2 free housing with a large tray on the 
top. It can also be equipped with excellent infection control systems.

S.P.R.I.D.O. Technology 
with reduced hight overall 
dimensions and long hose 
extension. Operator handle and 
assistant handle removable and 
autoclavable

Ergonomic assistant 
console, with keyboard 
and a large support plane 
on the top

Wide support plane on 
the top made of easily 
sanitizable material

Ceramic bowl swivelling 
towards sitting patient. 
It can be easily removed 
for hygienic cleansing
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